
Mli:C-EI020 Fluld clynumlcs - Exum - 19.10.2023 

l(t•mcmhcr lo wrllc your nomc on your "cheat sheets" and to hand them in with the exam papers. The 
nnlcs hnvc lo he hundwrlUcn. lf lhcy urc not, they should be handed in before you start the exam. 

licncrnl notcs : The answcrs shuuld bc lo the point, i.e. they should focus on lhe question asked. The answers 
d11 1101 havc 10 bc long, hui thcy should cover the relevant points from the point of view of the question to get 
f11II poi111s . /\ l:011plc of scnlcm:cs is typically enough for one point questions, whereas slightly longer answers 
11n: cx pcl: tcd for twu poinl qucstions. Lengthy answers with largely irrelevant information that miss the point or 
thai arc "hcating 11rnu11d the bush" huve negative impact on the assessment, as the assessment is also measuring 
y11ur ahility 10 distinguish bctwcen relcvant and irrelevant information . 

Fundmncntul cquutlons and their solutions 

a) /\n cquation is given us 

Ö1.Lj = 0. 
Ö Xj 

Writc this cquation in the full component form. What is this equation and what is the physical meaning 
of the equation and the terms in the equation? ( 1 p) 

b) Considcr a steudy, incompressible, two-dimensional and fully developed flow down a vertical gap be
twcen two parullel plates shown in the figure . The gravity is pointing in the direction of the flow. 

1. By sturting with the continuity and momentum equations in the differential form simplify these 
cquutions as much as you can. When dropping out terms, justify this. (1 p) 

2. Discuss the balance af forces acting on a differential fluid elementin this case. ( 1 p) 
3. Show that the velocity profile in this case is 

( ) dp / dx - pg ( b) uy = ·yy-2µ 

by solving the momentum equation. ( 1 p) 
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c) We've studied the conservation equations for three different form~ af energy: mechanical energy, ther

mal/internal energy and total energy. What is the physical meaning and origin af each af the three energy 
equations and how are these equations linked? (2p) 

2 Boundary layers and related ftows 

a) ln the boundary layer equations the wall-normal momentum equation reduces taa condition that pressure 
does not vary in the direction normal to the wall. Explain, why this is not an exact relation, but only 
approximately true. Neglect the influence af gravity. ( 1 p) 

b) Consider a uniform flow into a straight duct with a constant cross-section. When the flow enters the 
duct and starts to develop, the velocity outside af the boundary layer does not correspond to the velocity 
af the uniform flow, but increases with increasing distance from the inlet. Explain the reason for thi s 
phenomenon. Would this increase af the velocity depend on the viscosity af the fluid and why? (2p) 



c) Give an example of a casc without sharp edges or corners, in which tlow separation could happen. Ex

plain. why fl ow separation could happcn in this casc . ( 1 p) 

d) In meandering of rivers the bend of thc rivcr incrcases, as the outer bend is eroded and the resulting 

sediments are trnnsported along thc rivcr bcd towards thc inncr bcnd . Explain thc transport of sediment 

on the river bcd towards thc inncr bcnd bascd on thc boundary laycr thcory. Notc that the pressure in the 

bend incrcascs rudially towards thc outcr bcnd . ( 1 p) 

c) ln f ully dcvclopcd pipc fl ows thc shear stress on thc wall of thc pipe rcmains constant along the length of 

the pipc. ts thc samc truc for thc shcar strcss on the wall for flat plate boundary layers and why? ( 1 p) 

3 lnstabilit)' and turbulcncc 

a) Turbulent ftow is full of cddies of differcnt size. Discuss the interaction of the eddies with the mean flow 

and thc interaction between cddies of differcnt sizes. (2p) 

b) Desctibe. how the turbulent mixing of momentum is taken into account in the RANS equations. when 

cddy viscosi ty based models are used. ( 1 p) 

c) Turbulence increases the shear stress on the wall compared to a corresponding laminar flow. Why? ( 1 p) 

d) Let's assume that for a flat plate boundary layer 

where CJ = 2ro / (pU~) is the nondimensional shear stress on the wall and Rex is the local Reynolds 

number bascd on the distance from the leading edge of the plate x. Consider the boundary layer velocity 

profile at x = 10 m, when the freestream velocity 1/00 is 10 m/s, the density of the tluid is 1000 kg/m3 and 

the kinematic vi scosity is 1.0 x 10- 6 m2/s . Evaluate the thickness of the vi scous sublayer in micrometers 

at this location . (2p) 

4 Numerical techniques 

a) The convection-diff usion equation 

8T + u 8T = 0 8'2T 
8t åx 8x2 ' 

is approximated with an implicit scheme. Here u and D are known and T is unknown and the spati al 

derivatives are di screti sed on time level n. Write the difference approximation for the temporal deri vative 

that produces an implicit scheme with first order accuracy in time. Derive the truncation error for the 

temporal derivative with thi s approximation. What is the benefit of usi ng an implicit scheme? (2p) 

b) A particular di screti sation produces the following modified equation 

DT DT u'2 6t rPT ut1x'2 83T 
- + u- = ---- - --. - -- + 
IJt iJx 2 Dx2 G åx3 · · · 

What is the order of accuracy of thi s method and why? How would you ex pect this scheme to behave 

(stable, unstable, mainly diffusive, mainly di spersive) and why? (2p) 

c) You need to estimate the numerical uncertainty of your simulation result . Focus on the uncertainty 

related to the truncation error. How would you proceed? How can you try to check the reliability of your 

uncertainty estimate? (2p) 
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